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Opening Remarks
thinkHER ambition is a social enterprise that specialises in

upskilling young women aged between 14-19 to create the

next generation of female leaders.

 

We launched in 2018 and have since impacted the lives of

over 700 young women across the U.K. by developing their

skill sets, enhancing their career knowledge, connecting

them to life-changing opportunities and building their

networks.

 

We focus on teaching soft, technical and career-specific

skills through our resource hub, programmes, workshops and

events. We work together with schools around the United

Kingdom and have been supported and championed by

Fortune 500 organisations including Unilever, Google and

Accenture.
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Message From The Founder
thinkHER ambition was founded upon the belief that young

women from communities across the UK are often left behind

and encounter countless barriers that prevent them from

unlocking their true potential. It is both their gender and

class that profoundly affects their access to opportunities.

 

thinkHER ambition aims to create an environment for young

women that fosters a culture of continuous learning and

skills development beyond the classroom. Often programmes

that offer this typically focus on female students who are

already in higher education. 

 

I think it is imperative to build up the skills, knowledge, and

network of young women from as young as 14. This type of

exposure at such an early part of their life is vital to help

shape and inform their academic and career choices 

post-16.

 Lola Olaore
Founder



Our Mission
To close the knowledge gap that exists for young women by enhancing

their knowledge base, developing their soft, technical and career-specific

skill sets and connecting them to life changing opportunities.

Our Vision
 

To build a new generation of female leaders through early intervention.

Our Values
thinkHER ambition possesses core values that are shared between the

thinkHER tribe, team and the community that we are building:

 

Curious - We encourage an environment that continuously

pursues knowledge and personal development, even

beyond the classroom

Collaborative – We believe that a societal issue can only

be eradicated with the support of its society

Forward-thinking – We equip the thinkHER Tribe with an

extensive development plan

Tech-focused – We embrace technology by going digital

and encourage the thinkHER tribe to use technology in

order to design a better future for themselves
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thinkHER ambition is judged on a quantitative scale (metrics, measures)

and qualitative scale (testimonials, references). Not only does this allow

other individuals and organisations to critically evaluate thinkHER

ambition, this allows us to reflect on our own performance.

 

Self-reflection is as important an activity for any organisation as it is for

individuals for growth. It helps us contextualise our journey thus far,

provides evidence to support our work and reveals the weaknesses in our

operations. In turn, this enables us to refocus our goals, readdress our core

values and drive forward with new initiatives.

Our study focuses on Impact Width, the scale on which we are operating

at and Impact Depth, the amount of impact we deliver to each thinkHER

tribe member. Our study will highlight what we have done so far, how we

have done it and what we plan to do in the future. 

 

We begin by looking at the problem statement and then providing our long-

term and sustainable solutions. We believe in the importance of 'early

intervention': providing guidance to young women at an early age to

widen their horizons and allow them to make better informed choices

through crucial adolescent years and into adulthood.

 

Our report focuses on statistics, case studies and testimonials from the

community that interacts with our organisation.

Why?

How?
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Purpose of the Report
thinkHER ambition has produced this report to revisit the problem statement we

aim to solve and to explore the Problem Width and Problem Depth, as well as

showcasing the impact that we have made thus far.



Problem Statement
"65% of the young women that we work with believe that they

receive little to no support in personal development and career options"

The problem: There is little to no early intervention that

focuses on skills development, knowledge enhancement and

opportunity matching globally for women aged 14 - 19

Four Pillars of the Problem:
To align with the UN pillar of Development of "promot[ing] social

progress and better standards of life in larger freedom", we have

identified the four pillars of the problem that we aim to solve:

Additionally, thinkHER ambition has performed research on the wider

societal issue of the problem. We have proposed our viewpoints in the

following sections: Industry Trends - 1 and Industry Trends - 2 and have

discussed how our work impacts both industries mentioned. 

Life Skills
Young women are not given the opportunity to develop important life skills

necessary for success, such as financial literacy, public speaking, personal

development and more

Careers Choices & Skills
Young women lack adequate knowledge about the career paths available

to them, and so are not able to develop career-specific skills prior to

entering the job market

Opportunities
Young women experience challenges when trying to navigate, understand

and access the full range of opportunities that are available to them

Network
Young women struggle to expand and grow their network as they have

limited access to mentors, potential employers and good role models
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[1] https://www.un.org/en/model-united-nations/4-pillars-united-nations
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Industry Trends (1)
The Importance of Digital
 

The technology industry has seen massive growth in recent years, with £6.3bn being

invested in UK tech firms and an average tech scaleup growth rate of 56% [1]. That said,

there are still major challenges faced within the industry, such as talent sourcing &

retention and a disproportionate gender ratio in the industry.

 

Talent Sourcing & Retention:

Based on a TechNation survey, 50% of respondents cited a shortage of employees as an

issue, with 25% suggesting that this is a major challenge within their firm. Similarly, 94%

of tech employers believe that there is a skill shortage across the industry. Unfortunately,

only 61% of employers provide training for entry-level employees. [2] Ultimately, this has

led to the Technology sector having the highest annual turnover rate at 13.2% [3] with

three quarters of their staff open to considering other options [4]. 

 

In order to address the skills shortage problem we believe in early intervention, and thus

designing workshops that focus on developing industry relevant skills and curate content

fit for young women to successfully enter this industry. We co-create content with

organisations which reflect early-stage training for entry level jobs which helps to close

the knowledge gap that exists and gives the thinkHER tribe the chance to expand their

network by interacting with potential future employers. Access to more knowledge and

new skills helps to increase the hiring pool for these organisations, which we believe

addresses the high turnover rate and promotes staff longevity, showing the importance of

having an established relationship between technology organisations, young women and

thinkHER ambition.

 

Disproportionate Gender Ratio:

Across the U.K., only 5% of leadership positions are held by women and only 27% of

young women would consider a career in Technology, which is reflected by less than 20%

of the jobs in the Technology sector being held by women [5]. Furthermore, young women

do not have the confidence to pursue a high-paying career in STEM, even with greater

academic success than their male counterparts [6]. 

 

Educating and encouraging young women, who will be future tech leaders, is at the core

of our mission. We promote and showcase the diversity of talent and roles in the

Technology industry through our annual events, workshops and mentoring programme. We

also focus on developing a generation of young women who have the self-confidence

and resilience to tackle the gender disparity in leadership roles by connecting them to

Women in Technology and creating conversations that inspire and encourage our tribe

members to successfully pursue a long career in this field. Our aim is to build a tribe of

young women who are digitally proficient to tackle the challenges of the new era.
[1] https://technation.io/report2019/#key-statistics
[2] https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/blog/challenges-attracting-top-tech-talent/
[3] https://news.linkedin.com/2018/3/linkedin-data-analysis-reveals-the-latest-talent-turnover-trends
[4] https://www.stackoverflowbusiness.com/hubfs/2018survey/global/stack-overflow-talent-2018-global-developer-hiring-landscape.pdf
[5] https://www.pwc.co.uk/women-in-technology/women-in-tech-report.pdf
[6] https://www.bbc.com/news/education-31733742
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Industry Trends (2)
The Role of Educational Institutions and Corporate Organisations
 

Public Spending on Education:

Though education is the second largest element of public service spending in the U.K.,

spending on secondary school education per pupil has steadily decreased year-on-year

since 2012. [7] Even with the additional allocation of £4.3 billion in 2022 - 2023 to

school budgets across England, the spending per pupil will remain the same in 2022 -

2023 as it was 2009 - 2010, leading to no real-term growth on spending per pupil. With

changing demands of the workplace from the advent of technologies (see Trends 1), we

believe that this reactionary approach by the government is insufficient to upskill the

future workforce to enable the U.K. to retain its competitive edge.

 

As the government invests less in education we believe that we must intervene to give

young women access to knowledge and opportunities that they may miss out as a

consequence of this. It is important to work with organisations as they play a decisive

role in shaping the outcome of the future workforce, as they have access to more

resources, giving them greater leverage to enable change. We help schools to help their

students by creating a symbiotic relationship between organisations and educational

institutions, through co-creation of workshops, access to mentors and opportunity

matching. Consequently helping schools to expand their network and giving their

students that opportunity to develop both career-specific skills and soft skills. 

 

Youth Employment and Work Experience:

According to the employment scheme’s latest official statistics, the number of work

experience opportunities for 18 - 24 year olds have been decreasing year-on-year since

early 2016 to shockingly low numbers [8]. Yet, there is a huge disparity on work

experience requirements, with companies responding that 66% require prior work

experience from hiring candidates, but only 30% of organisations provide work

experience opportunities. Comparatively as a proportion of the workforce, under-25s

compose of 40% of UK unemployment [9]. One of our long-term goals is to work with

organisations to build work experience programmes specific to the needs of the

individual organisations that we work with. Co-creation and collaboration is extremely

important and can help in the fight against high youth unemployment.  

 

Early exposure to the workforce will allow young women to be better equipped in making

informed decisions about their career options. Once inspired with clear direction we

believe that young women will be empowered to achieve better in their academics and

better map the trajectory of their personal development. Our aim is to provide young

women with real opportunities to learn and understand different industries, through work

experience programmes, before making decisions that can change their lives forever. 

 

 
[7] https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/14369
[8] https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/731504/employment-schemes-statistics-to-november-
2017.pdf
[8] https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/404997/15.02.18._Youth_report_V17.pdf



To better understand the problem firsthand, thinkHER ambition collected

data from the young women that we work with to help understand the

cultural environment in which they embody. Thus enabling us to understand

the Problem Width; how widespread the perceived problem that we aim to

solve is.

 

Pre-event surveys are carried out at all thinkHER ambition events, workshops

and programmes to ensure that we are constantly hearing the voice of the

thinkHER tribe. We found that:

Based on a survey (n = 82) from one of our annual events, the

average attendees feel that on a scale of 1 - 10:
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Our Findings (1)

57% 

OF YOUNG WOMEN WOULD NOT

CONSIDER THEMSELVES TO BE LEADERS

IN THE FUTURE

OF YOUNG WOMEN ARE NOT

CONFIDENT WITH THEIR

PUBLIC SPEAKING ABILITIES

31%  56%  

OF YOUNG WOMEN DO NOT PARTICIPATE IN

EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

43% 
OF ATTENDEES WOULD

CONSIDER A CAREER IN

TECHNOLOGY

Although they know what kind of career they want to achieve (6.56), they

are less certain on how they can achieve their career goals (6.09)

In terms of support, they believe schools could do more to help

them achieve their goals (5.83)

Nonetheless, the role of parents are hugely influential in the

development of a child, with a strong agreement that parents are

supportive of their aspirations (8.03)



SOFT SKILLS CAREER SPECIFIC
 SKILLS

Self-Confidence 

As we aim to close the knowledge gap that exists for young women, we

conducted a study to directly understand, from the thinkHER tribe, what

they believe the knowledge gap means to them.
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Our Findings (2)

A greater understanding of different

industries and the skills required to

succeed in these industries. Ranging

from media to public services, law

to technology, advertising to health

& wellness and much more.

 

Examples of Industry specific skills:

Academia: Research

Technology: Coding

Marketing: Campaign Building

Public Speaking Skills

Goal Setting & Self Reflection

Personal Branding

CV & Cover Letters

Applications & Interviews

Networking

Personal Development

Leadership



"Ami is a Year 10 student. Recommended by her teacher, she has decided to attend her

first thinkHER ambition event. With her, she brings a goal of breaking into the Finance

industry, which stems from her long standing interest in Financial Crime and its

prevention. 

 

Unfortunately, she does not know much about the industry and its different roles as none

of her friends or relatives are in Finance. She hopes to attend more events relating to

Finance to explore the field and understand the skills she needs to have to break into it."

Ami

Ciara
“Ciara is a Year 10 student attending her first thinkHER ambition workshop on a suggestion

by her teacher. She is fond of real-world problem solving, and with the general movement

towards greater reliance on Technology, her interest in Computer Science has grown.

 

Having found a role model in her family friend, Ciara intends on getting into a

Cybersecurity company one day. In the meantime, she has taken the initiative to upskill

herself in coding by taking Computer Science as a GCSE and learning Python. “

Ariana
"Ariana is a Year 12 student preparing for her A-Levels this year, taking up Mathematics,

Psychology and IT. 

 

When asked about university as an alternative, her response was that all her siblings had

been to university and did not have a positive outlook on it. Instead, she has decided to

try a different path for herself. She hopes to take up an apprenticeship in Computer

Science after her A-Levels. “
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Case Studies
In addition, thinkHER ambition has interviewed several members from the thinkHER

tribe to understand their journey and challenges faced thus far. This allows us to

understand the Problem Depth and how we can further support the thinkHER

tribe on their development pathway:
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How do we solve this?

thinkHER ambition offers products and services in-school that are tailored to

young women and offer full coverage on the skill gaps highlighted above:

CVs, Applications &

Interviews Workshop

Personal Branding

Public Speaking

Self-Confidence

How to tackle these

areas:

Communication

Team working

Leadership

Networking & more

Covering any range of

topics, such as an insight in

to careers or learning

career-specific skills

Mentor a small cohort

of young female

students over the

course of an

academic year

Host a workshop or full

day event for young

women to gain an

insight into your

industry and develop

career-specific,

technical and soft skills 

Collaborate with us to

develop a work experience

programme specific to your

needs and attract bright

young women to apply and

one day join your company 

thinkHER ambition offers products and services specific to corporate

organisations that support and encourage the development of young women:

ForHER

ForTHEM

Leadership

Programme

Ad Hoc Workshops

& Sessions

Mentoring

Programme

Events and

Workshops

Work Experience

Programme

ForHER for school collaborations

ForTHEM for corporate collaborations:

In order to tackle the problems highlighted above, thinkHER ambition provides two

general offerings: 



Since our 2018 launch, thinkHER ambition hosts an annual event every February. 

 

2018: My Future Counts

thinkHER ambition brought together 120 young women in our debut annual event for

a full day of interactive workshops including Digital Skills, Health and Well-Being,

CV clinics and Life Skills. Additionally we invited companies, such as IBM and EY, to

take part in a mini-careers fair. 

 

2019: BecomingHER

Inspired by the Michelle Obama memoir, Becoming. thinkHER ambition brought

together 100 young women for another full day of workshops, covering the following

4 topics: Leadership, Health and Wellness, Financial Management and Becoming

You. We invited companies to lead some of these workshops and showcase any of

their relevant opportunities. We also debuted our Leadership Programme, inclusive

of skills required to be a future Leader. 

 

2020: ChallengeHER

This year, thinkHER ambition hosted a hackathon-style summit, wanting it to be

more intimate, we brought together 80 young women for a full-day of problem

solving, solution building and pitching. Attendees competed to create an innovative

solution to four different problem statements that covered Product Development,

Digital Advertising, Business Development and Community Events. We invited

representatives from different organisations to support the running of the day and

to connect them with future female leaders. 
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thinkHER Summit
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Workshops
thinkHER ambition has collaborated with corporate organisations to host career-

specific workshops. 

 

2018: HERYouTube

In collaboration with YouTube, thinkHER ambition conducted a full day session on

learning and developing media related skills such as Ideation & Content Creation,

Video Editing, Personal Branding and Social Media Management. 

 

2018:HERDigital

In collaboration with General Assembly, thinkHER ambition conducted a half day

session on User Experience and Digital Marketing. 

 

2019: HERAcademia

In collaboration with University College of London, thinkHER ambition brought

together 60 young women for a full day workshop that covered Mathematical

Modelling, Effective Research Methods, Innovation in Global Health and

Empowerment. We also showcased work experience opportunities for those

interested in Medicine and Healthcare. 

 

2019: HERFacebook

In collaboration with Facebook, thinkHER ambition hosted a full day workshop that

covered: Marketing & Advertising, Building Your Own Brand & Portfolio and

Breaking Barriers. This event concluded with a Q&A with Manal A Rostom, A Nike

Ambassador, that centred on stepping outside of your comfort zone. 

 

2020: HERWebinar Series

In May 2020 we launched a 4-part virtual learning and skills development

experience, led by the thinkHER ambition team, that focused on CVs, Applications

& Cover Letters, Personal Development and an Insight into different Career Paths.

These virtual workshops will be continued throughout 2020.

 

AdHoc Workshops

Since 2018 we have conducted ad hoc workshops in schools and in private event

spaces that focus on developing both soft skills such as goal setting and self

reflection and career-specific skills such as product development.
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Programmes
Mentoring Programme 

In October 2019 thinkHER ambition launched a Mentoring Programme in

collaboration with Unilever. Lasting the course of the academic year, 6 young

women aged either 14 or 15 were paired with a Unilever employee from the Women

In Tech community.

 

Mentors and mentees met monthly, in a group setting, at the Unilever offices.

Together with the Unilever mentors we developed content that focused on a

diverse range of topics including understanding who you are, SMART goals, product

development, advertising & marketing and much more.

 

The aim of this programme is to inspire, encourage and help young women to aim

higher whilst highlighting different opportunities available in the STEM (Science,

Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) sector.

 

Start Your Career Right Programme

In June 2020 thinkHER ambition launched the Start Your Career Right Programme

which is a 6 session programme that will provide participants with the necessary

knowledge, resources and advice to help them start their careers in the right way.

They will have 1-1 sessions on a monthly basis, with a coach that will cover the

following areas: CVs, Applications & Cover Letters and Interviews. 

 

We believe that this programme will help these young women to learn new skills,

grow their confidence, successfully prepare them and give them a head start when

entering the the job market.



Below are the results that thinkHER ambition has delivered. This evidences

our Impact Width as an organisation on each member of the thinkHER tribe.

 

Post-event surveys are taken at all thinkHER ambition events, workshops and

programmes to collect data to support the work we do. Based on our latest results,

we found that:
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Impact

ARE MORE CONFIDENT

ABOUT PUBLIC SPEAKING

ARE MORE AWARE

OF THE CAREER

CHOICES AVAILABLE

TO THEM

ARE MORE INFORMED

ON HOW TO ACHIEVE

THEIR CAREER GOALS

FEEL THAT THEY HAVE MADE A

MEANINGFUL CONNECTION AT

OUR EVENTS AND WORKSHOPS

FEEL INSPIRED AFTER

OUR EVENTS,

WORKSHOPS AND

PROGRAMMES 

 OF YOUNG WOMEN

FEEL CONFIDENT IN

THEIR ABILITY TO

NETWORK

DEVELOP NEW SKILL SETS

UPON ATTENDING ONE OF

OUR EVENTS OR

WORKSHOPS OR

PARTICIPATING IN OUR

PROGRAMMES

97%

40% 55% 74%

60%80%

70%
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Testimonials
thinkHER ambition has conducted interviews and received testimonials from

individuals in the greater thinkHER ambition ecosystem. This allows us to

understand the Impact Depth in a manner beyond the numeric data that

we collect. This includes previous thinkHER ambition event or workshop

attendees, teachers, corporate partners and those who have been part of

the thinkHER ambition journey thus far:

Kamala, thinkHER ambition Tribe
A surprise attendee at our ChallengeHER event was Kamala, who did not attend to participate,

but rather film the events of the day. Previously, Kamala attended a thinkHER ambition Insight

Series event, themed around insight into a career in media. She walked away developing a

keen interest in the Television Broadcasting industry. 

 

One day, she hopes to produce television shows. As part of her school’s monthly broadcast,

Kamala attended our event to collect footage for work experience. thinkHER ambition hopes to

support more young women like Kamala throughout their journey.

Emilia - Unilever Mentor

Hannah, Teacher at La Retraite

"Personally, it has been rewarding to be able to support and empower girls at a stage in

their life that I was in not too long ago. We have seen the girls' confidence and trust grow

from each session, which gives me confidence in the impact of the programme. 

 

At my company, there are many people who are passionate about changing the

perception of careers in technology and empowering women at every stage of their

careers and this will provide with an opportunity to take action. Beyond that, my ambition

is for the programme to provide lessons for partnerships like these across the industry."

"It has been an amazing experience working alongside thinkHER ambition. Seeing young

ladies that barely speak giving bold presentations - they are definitely doing something

right.

 

I am extremely happy that I have started this journey working alongside thinkHER ambition

and I look forward to carrying on this journey as I have seen first hand the difference that

they make in the lives of the young ladies that they mentor and work with."



Launched our first Mentorship Programme in collaboration with the Women in Tech

Community at Unilever in October 2019

Became an official partner of the Google Digital Skills Academy in March 2019

Participated in the Cass Business School Strategy Insight Lab on a 3 month training

programme for UK microbusinesses in partnership with the University of Oxford, Bocconi

University, The London Growth Hub and Cavendish Enterprise

Selected as 1 of 9 entrepreneurs to be featured on a Dragon’s Den miniseries, including a

3-minute elevator pitch with Tej Lalvani

Additionally, thinkHER ambition has hit several notable milestones in its journey thus far, such

as:

 

 

 

 

Since our debut in 2018, thinkHER ambition has had a successful journey thus far.

As an organisation, we have accomplished the following:
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Key Highlights

Hosted 3 annual summits and 4 career-specific workshops since 2018

Built a relationship with 4 leading corporate organisations, including Facebook,

Google, Unilever and YouTube

Impacted the lives of 700+ young women

Developed a strong relationship with 5 London schools

Grown social media presence to 480+ followers on Instagram, 275 on Twitter

and maintain a mailing list of 200 subscribers

Grown our team to 7 members that support with the day-to-day operations of

thinkHER ambition and collaborated with 30 volunteers to-date





Pilot our e-learning platform - thinkHER ambition believes      

 that intervention transcends boundaries. By going Digital,    

 thinkHER ambition can further its outreach and impact

Pilot in Ghana & Nigeria - Bring thinkHER ambition back to our

own home countries. Enabling young women through early

intervention is not an initiative limited to the U.K., we believe it is

an intervention that is needed globally
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Short Term Goals
So what's next for thinkHER ambition? 

The thinkHER ambition team have established a roadmap that plans

out the milestones we aim to achieve by the end of 2021:

Impact 5,000 lives - And above all, what matters to thinkHER

ambition is changing the lives of young women for the better

The future for thinkHER ambition is near-limitless and bounded only by

the imagination and initiative of people along the thinkHER ambition

journey. 



Initiative: Change is driven by taking action, instead of being reactionary

Patience: Change is not immediate, especially when working with people

Collaboration: Change has a larger impact when working together

Value-Add: Change is ultimately about adding value to all parties

involved

Through our journey, we have faced challenges and tough decisions. In so,

we have learnt:
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The Future

thinkHER ambition aims to achieve the following milestones by 2025:

Expand across Africa & into Asia - We aim to continue our

breakthrough into Africa & Asia by expanding in to other regions

within both continents and widening our impact

Launch the thinkHER Coding Club - Technology will be a major

driving force in all industries moving forward, it is imperative for us

to support as many young women as possible to break into the

industry of the future

Build a thinkHER ambition Hub - We believe in creating a

space where young women can come as they are to develop

themselves in a stress free environment

Work Experience Programme - Co-create with corporate

organisations to build work experience programmes specific to

their needs 

Impact 20,000 lives - And above all, what matters to

thinkHER ambition is changing the lives of young women for

the better



Partners & Sponsors
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Contact Us 

LOLA OLAORE

Founder

THEODORA BAKARE

Strategy Director

TOM CHU

Partnerships Director

E: lola@thinkherambition.com

E: Theodora@thinkherambition.com

E: Tom@thinkherambition.com

thinkHER ambition @HERambition @thinkHERambition

Connect with us
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Terms in Reference

thinkHER tribe: 

The young women that thinkHER ambition interacts with through our

initiatives

Knowledge Gap:

The difference in the knowledge possessed by the thinkHER tribe and

knowledge required to best succeed throughout their life

Early Intervention:

Identifying and providing effective early support to young people who are

at risk of poor outcomes

Career-specific Skills:

Skills that relevant to any one specific industry, such as coding for

Technology and UX/UI design for Product Management

Soft Skills:

A combination of people, social and communication skills, personality traits

and career attributes needed for personal development that are relevant

across all industries, such as public speaking and leadership

Impact:

Any number of times a young woman has attended or interacted with

thinkHER ambition through any of our initiatives

Problem / Impact Width

How widespread the problem for the thinkHER tribe is / the scale on which

we operate at

Problem / Impact Depth

How predominant the problem for the thinkHER tribe is / the amount of

impact we deliver to each thinkHER tribe member


